MISSING LETTERS

MEN & WOMEN
OF THE BIBLE
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Fill in the missing letters to find the men and women of the Bible. Once you have completed the puzzle the first letter of each name will reveal another Bible character.
MISSING LETTERS — MEN & WOMEN OF THE BIBLE

ANSWERS

_ O _ _ U A
_ L _ _ U
S _ _ E _ A
_ Z Z _ H
_ _ L _ M _
_ _ R _ _ _ U _
H _ _ N A _
_ _ F _ _
_ _ A _ _ S
S _ _ _ S
_ _ M _ _ _ Y
_ _ B _ T _ _
_ _ P _ Z _ _ _
_ _ _ _ K _ _ L
_ A _ _ _ _ S
_ N _ _ _ _ _ S
N _ _ _ D _ _ _
_ G
_ _ _ _ X
_ O _ _ _ T H
_ B _ D _ _ _
D _ _ _ _ L

- JOSHUA
- ELIHU
- SISERA
- UZZAH
- SALOMÉ
- CORNELIUS
- HANNAH
- RUFUS
- ISAAC
- SILAS
- TIMOTHY
- TABITHA
- HEPHZIBAH
- EZEKIEL
- SAMSON
- ONESIMUS
- NICODEMUS
- OG
- FELIX
- GOLIATH
- OBADIAH
- DANIEL
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